CFD modelling of flow and scalar exchange of spherical food products: turbulence and boundary-layer modelling
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Abstract

The performance of several steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes turbulence models and boundary-layer modelling approaches is evaluated for a single sphere, by comparison with empirical data for a Reynolds number range of 10 to 3.2x10^4. A sphere serves here as a representative model for many spherical food products. The shear stress transport (SST) k-ω turbulence model performs exceptionally well when combined with low-Reynolds number modelling (LRNM) of the boundary layer, which confirms that the turbulence model characteristics are particularly suitable to deal with this specific flow problem. Especially the k-ε turbulence models are less accurate at higher Reynolds numbers (> 10^5). Boundary-layer modelling with wall functions (WFs) leads to inaccurate flow-field and scalar transfer predictions, compared to LRNM. However, LRNM grids and their inherently higher computational cost are often not practically feasible, leaving WFs as the only option. It is shown that using cell sizes on the sphere surface of a few millimetres, typical for CFD studies on food products, can compromise accuracy, and grids with smaller cell sizes are actually required.
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1. Introduction

In postharvest technology and food processing, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) is often applied as an alternative to experimental research (e.g., in wind tunnel, cool room or processing equipment; Ambaw et al., 2012a). For food products in particular, CFD is used, amongst others, for studies on convective cooling of produce (da Silva et al., 2010; Dehghaney et al., 2010; Martins et al., 2011; Tutar et al., 2009; Verboven et al., 1997, 2006; Zou et al., 2006), long-term storage of horticultural products (Ambaw et al., 2012b; Delele et al., 2008, 2009; Hoang et al., 2000, 2003; Nahor et al., 2005), convective drying of food (Kaya et al., 2006), oven design (Verboven et al., 2000a, 2000b, 2003) as well as individual quick freezing (Peralta et al., 2010).

The use of CFD for these applications has specific advantages: (i) No restrictions are imposed to the complexity of the model, in contrast to, e.g., wind-tunnel experiments; (ii) A very high spatial (and temporal) resolution can be obtained with respect to the flow field and scalar transfer (e.g., heat). Wind-tunnel or field tests often do not allow simultaneous measurements of relevant parameters at the same location, often have problems regarding accessibility within complex models, and measurements at high spatial resolution are not always straightforward and very time-consuming (Kondjoyan, 2006); (iii) Information of momentum and scalar transfer at surfaces is available (e.g., heat/mass fluxes). This is particularly relevant for determining the scalar exchange of the product with the environment and allows, due to the high resolution, to determine surface-averaged quantities (e.g., heat flow); (iv) No scaling issues (e.g., Reynolds number in wind-tunnel tests) are present as simulations can be performed at “full scale”.

The accuracy of CFD simulations is however to a large extent determined by the applied numerical modelling approaches, and their validation is required. Particularly the choice of the turbulence modelling and boundary-layer modelling approach is important since they form the cornerstones of a CFD simulation and since a large variability is often found in their performance (e.g., Defraeye et al., 2010a, 2010b). Regarding turbulence modelling, steady Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) is preferred in food engineering (Kondjoyan, 2006), compared to other (unsteady) approaches, such as large-eddy simulation (LES). The higher computational cost of LES, the higher grid resolution and the detailed knowledge required on the inlet conditions (Kondjoyan, 2006) make LES less interesting for food engineers, particularly when modelling large complex systems such as flow in stacks of food products. The accuracy of RANS, where all scales of turbulence are modelled by a turbulence model, is, however, usually less than with LES, since the large turbulent structures in the flow are explicitly resolved in the latter approach. Regarding boundary-layer modelling, wall functions (WFs) are often preferred over low-Reynolds number modelling (LRNM) for increased computational economy and easier grid generation: WFs, which model the flow quantities in the boundary-layer region by calculating them by means of semi-empirical functions, avoid resolving the boundary layer explicitly, which requires an extremely high grid resolution for LRNM at high Reynolds numbers. Thereby, LRNM is often not practically applicable for complex 3-D configurations (Kondjoyan, 2006). WFs however often lead to inaccurate predictions, especially for wall friction and convective heat transfer (e.g., Defraeye et al., 2010a). CFD modellers should acknowledge the impact of these different modelling approaches on the accuracy of their results, particularly since their choices are often driven by computational restrictions to time or resources, instead of modelling accuracy. Due to these restrictions, steady RANS with WFs is often considered the only option for efficient modelling of complex 3D systems, such as flow in stacks of food products.
With respect to modelling accuracy, predictions of flow and scalar transfer around a sphere are particularly relevant for postharvest technology and food processing since a sphere is a representative model system for many spherical food products (e.g., apple, tomato, peach, several berries, etc.) and thus a basic component in CFD studies of more complex configurations (e.g., products stacked in a container; Delele et al., 2008; Hu and Sun, 2001; Verboven et al., 1997, 2006). CFD has been applied in the past to model fluid flow around a single sphere (e.g., Constantinescu and Squires, 2004; Dhole et al., 2006; Dixon et al., 2011; Feng and Michaelides, 2000; Johnson and Patel, 1999). In these studies however: (1) mostly low to moderate Reynolds numbers (< 1000) were considered, which are less interesting for food engineering. The few studies performed at higher Reynolds numbers usually applied unsteady techniques, such as LES, which is feasible for fundamental fluid mechanics problems, but less interesting in large-scale biotechnology applications; (2) an intercomparison of different turbulence modelling and boundary-layer modelling approaches is often not provided, although very important for food engineering, due to the large variety of models available; (3) often, very few details of the computational grid are given, or the sensitivity to them is not investigated. These grid specifications are, however, very valuable when considering larger configurations, e.g., stacks.

This study aims at alleviating these issues to some extent. Thereto, the results of several RANS turbulence models and boundary-layer modelling approaches are compared with empirical data for flow and scalar transfer around a single sphere. A comparison of drag coefficient, Nusselt number, separation angle and recirculation length is performed. A Reynolds number range relevant for postharvest and food processing applications is evaluated. Heat is taken as the (passive) scalar to study convective transport. Apart from this CFD validation, the influence of grid size on the sphere surface is also investigated.

2. Materials and methods

2.1 Numerical model

A single sphere was considered, for which empirical flow-field data are readily available in literature. The inner structure of the sphere, and the heat or mass transport therein, were not modelled since the focus was on air-side flow and scalar transfer. The diameter of the sphere \( D \) is 75 mm, which is a representative size for, e.g., an apple. Based on symmetry, the computational model of the sphere was reduced by a factor 4. The computational domain is presented in Figure 1. The blockage ratio, which is the ratio of the frontal area of the sphere to the surface area of the inlet of the computational domain, is 0.6%, which is sufficiently low (e.g., < 3%; Franke et al., 2007). The domain dimensions and the computational grid were based on best practice guidelines (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000), on the recent single-sphere CFD study of Dixon et al. (2011) and on domain-size and grid-sensitivity analysis performed by the authors. The importance of appropriate grid development was recently indicated by Dixon et al. (2011), but in most CFD studies characteristics of the grid are not specified in detail. The LRNM grid is a hybrid grid (hexahedral, tetrahedral and prismatic cells) and consist of \( 2.8 \times 10^6 \) cells. The grid is shown in Figure 2. On the surface of the sphere, in the boundary-layer region, 8 layers of prismatic cells were placed, with a distance (normal) from the cell centre point \( P \) of the wall-adjacent cell to the wall \( y_P = 2.5 \times 10^{-3} \) m and an expansion ration of 1.3. On these layers of prismatic cells, tetrahedral cells were placed, and their size increased with distance from the sphere, with a maximal size of about \( 3.75 \times 10^{-3} \) m \( (D/20) \) downstream of the sphere. These tetrahedral cells were applied in a square box (box size 3D) around the sphere (see Figure 2). Outside of this box, hexahedral cells were used. The spatial discretisation error was estimated by means of Richardson extrapolation (Franke et al., 2007; Roache, 1994), and is about 1% for both drag
force and convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC [W m⁻²K⁻¹]). These parameters were relevant for the subsequent analysis (see section 3). Grid convergence was monotonic. The grids were generated with ANSYS Gambit 2.4.6 software.

The reason for the high number of cells for such a simple flow problem is that the grid was designed to be used for LRNM. In order to resolve the boundary layer appropriately, grids constructed to be employed with LRNM require a high grid resolution (cell density) in the wall-normal direction, especially at high Reynolds numbers: the $y^+$ value in the wall-adjacent cell centre point $P$ ($y^*_P$) should be about 1, which is much smaller compared to the requirements for WFs ($30 < y^*_P < 500$). Here, $y^*_P$ is defined as $U_P/\sqrt{\nu} y_P$, where $\rho$ is the air density ($1.225 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \), $v$ is the kinematic viscosity of air ($1.461 \times 10^{-5} \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-1}$) and $\tau_s$ is the shear stress at the wall [Pa]. As $\tau_s$ increases with the Reynolds number, $y_P$ has to decrease in order to maintain a $y^*_P$ of about 1. In this study, the highest $y^*_P$ values are below 1 for all evaluated air speeds. Another reason for the high number of cells is that very small triangular computational cells with a quasi uniform size were used on the sphere surface (surface area $\approx 1.0 \times 10^{-2} \text{ m}^2$, hydraulic diameter $\approx 2.9 \times 10^{-4} \text{ m}$, which is defined as four times the cross-sectional area of the cell, divided by its perimeter), as the grid was originally designed for a previous study (Defraeye et al., 2012a) to model microscopic scalar sources (e.g., lenticels or droplets) on the sphere surface. The small scale of these surface cells thus resulted in a high number of computational cells on the sphere surface ($4.1 \times 10^{7}$ cells on $\frac{1}{4}$ sphere). Note that the influence of the cell size on the sphere surface will be addressed in section 3.4.

In addition to the LRNM grid, a grid for wall-function modelling was also designed. The wall-function grid had the same cell density as the LRNM grid outside the near-wall region, but in the near-wall region the grid was adapted in order to provide a higher $y^*_P$ value for the wall-adjacent cells. This resulted in a grid of about $1.8 \times 10^6$ cells. On the surface of the sphere, in the boundary-layer region, one layer of prismatic cells was placed, with $y_P = 1.25 \times 10^{-3} \text{ m}$. This resulted in $y^*_P$ values of about 40 (average value over sphere) at the highest Reynolds number ($3.2 \times 10^5$). Although this value lies within the typical range for WFs ($30 < y^*_P < 500$) at this air speed, $y^*_P$ values will become much less at lower air speeds, implying that larger cell wall distances ($y_P$) should be used. Larger $y_P$ were however found to compromise the numerical stability of the simulation. Note that in most existing CFD codes, WFs are actually expressed as a function of the dimensionless $y_s^+$ value, instead of the $y^*_P$ value, in order to deal with non-equilibrium boundary layers. This $y_s^+$ value is a function of the turbulent kinetic energy, instead of the shear stress at the wall. In this study, the average $y^*_P$ and $y_s^+$ values were very similar but their distribution over the sphere was clearly different, as already previously reported (Defraeye et al., 2010).

At the inlet of the domain, a uniform, low-turbulent velocity was imposed (see Figure 1). Free-stream air speeds ($U_{ref}$) of $0.002$-$6.325 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ were evaluated, namely $0.002, 0.006325, 0.02, 0.06325, 0.2, 0.6325, 2$ and $6.325 \text{ m s}^{-1}$. Subsequent speeds thus differ with a factor $10^{0.3}$, e.g., $6.325 \approx 2 \times 10^{0.3}$. These speeds result in Reynolds numbers of $10$ to $3.2 \times 10^4$ ($Re = U_{ref}D/\nu$). This range of air speeds covers those typically found in storage rooms (about $0$-$1 \text{ m s}^{-1}$, e.g., Delele et al., 2009), as well as those found in pre-coolers, blast freezers, dryers and other types of processing equipment. The turbulence intensity ($TI_{ref}$) at the inlet was taken 0.1%, which was low and typical for most low-turbulence wind tunnels, allowing comparison with such experiments (see section 3). The specific dissipation rate ($\omega$ [s⁻¹]) was determined from $\omega = k^{1/2}/(0.07C_{\mu}^{1/4}L)$ (Fluent 12, 2009), where $k$ is the turbulent kinetic energy [m² s⁻²], $C_{\mu} = 0.09$ and $L$ is a length scale.
which is taken small (arbitrarily) and equal to \( D/10 \) [m]. The turbulence dissipation rate \( (\varepsilon \text{ [m}^2 \text{ s}^{-3}] ) \) was determined from\( \varepsilon = C_{\mu} \frac{\nu^3}{(0.07L)} \) (Fluent 12, 2009). The effect of turbulence inlet properties has been a subject of research (Ghisalberti and Kondjoyan, 1999; Kondjoyan, 2006; Peyrin and Kondjoyan, 2002), but an analysis of the impact of these variables was, although feasible with CFD, outside of the scope of the present study. Zero static pressure was imposed at the outlet, which is often used in similar studies (e.g., Dixon et al., 2011) and is advised in best practice guidelines (e.g., Franke et al., 2007). Symmetry boundary conditions were used for the lateral boundaries which assume that the normal velocity component and the normal gradients at the boundary are zero. The sphere surfaces were modelled as no-slip walls with zero roughness since surface roughness values cannot be specified if LRNM is used (Fluent 12, 2009).

Heat was taken as the (passive) scalar to study convective transport, implying, amongst others, no dependency of air density on the temperature. Note that heat and mass transport behave quasi analogous under specific conditions (amongst others, similar boundary conditions, no radiation, no coupling between heat and mass transfer, etc.). Under these conditions, the heat and mass transfer analogy can be applied to estimate convective mass transfer coefficients (CMTCs) out of CHTC data (e.g., see Defraeye et al., 2012b). The findings of this study for heat transfer can thus be transposed to mass transfer, for some cases. Note that aforementioned air properties were assumed constant, where the thermal conductivity of air (\( \lambda \)) in this study was prescribed to be 0.0242 W m\(^{-1}\)K\(^{-1}\). A temperature of 10°C (\( T_{\text{in}} \)) was imposed at the inlet of the computational domain. A uniform, higher temperature (\( T_{\text{w}} \)) of 20°C was imposed at the sphere surface, to allow a comparison with empirical Nusselt number data (see section 3).

2.2 Numerical simulation
The simulations were performed with the commercial CFD code ANSYS Fluent 12, which uses the control volume method. Several steady RANS turbulence models were evaluated for the sphere. These turbulence models were combined with boundary-layer modelling approaches (LRNM and WFs) to account for the influence of the wall. All evaluated turbulence models and boundary-layer modelling approaches are presented in detail in Table 1, and a brief background on them is given below.

Essentially, three types of turbulence models were evaluated: \( k-\varepsilon \) models, \( k-\omega \) models and the Reynolds stress model (RSM). The \( k-\varepsilon \) and \( k-\omega \) models are both eddy-viscosity models, which assume isotropic behaviour of turbulence, and which solve two additional turbulence transport equations, namely for turbulent kinetic energy and for turbulence dissipation. The turbulent viscosity, used to determine the Reynolds stresses, is calculated by assuming a specific relation between the transported variables, such as the turbulent kinetic energy (\( k \)) and the turbulence dissipation rate (\( \varepsilon \)), which is determined (empirically or theoretically) for specific flow conditions. Thereby some models perform better in specific flows than others. There is however no universally valid turbulence model which performs well for all classes of flows (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000). The RSM is a more advanced turbulence model which does not use the eddy-viscosity concept but solves for all Reynolds stresses and for turbulence dissipation. This results in seven turbulence transport equations for three-dimensional flow problems, by which the RSM accounts for turbulence anisotropy, i.e. directional effects in the Reynolds stress field. Thereby, an increased accuracy can be obtained for complex flows but the numerical stability, i.e. convergence behaviour, is however more critical and the computational
cost increases. More details of these turbulence models can be found in the referred publications and their performance is clearly discussed in Casey and Wintergerste (2000) or Pope (2009).

When turbulence models are combined with LRNM, the entire boundary layer is resolved explicitly by discretising (meshing) the computational domain in the boundary layer at a very high (grid) resolution. The k-ω models account for damping of turbulence in the vicinity of the wall themselves. The k-ε models and RSM, originally developed as high-Reynolds number models, however require the use of additional damping functions. For such low-Reynolds number modifications, a two-layer approach was used: turbulence in the turbulent core region of the flow was resolved by the turbulence model, and the one-equation LRNM Wolfshlein model (Wolfshlein, 1969) was used to resolve turbulence in the viscosity-affected region, and accounted for damping of turbulence. Note that this one-equation low-Reynolds number model is less complex than the two-equation k-ω models, which are in essence developed to deal with near-wall (low-Reynolds number) flows: the Wolfshlein model only solves one transport equation for turbulence instead of two, which can lead to a reduced performance. An interesting modification to the standard k-ω model was proposed by Menter (1994): the shear stress transport (SST) k-ω model. This model uses a two-equation k-ω model formulation to solve the near-wall region, for which the k-ω models were originally developed, while a k-ε model formulation, developed for high-Reynolds number flows, is used to solve the turbulent core region of the flow. This model can improve flow predictions with strong non-equilibrium effects and retains the k-ω model near-wall performance (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000), by which it seems very suitable for the present study.

When turbulence models are combined with WFs, the flow quantities in the boundary-layer region are modelled by functions, instead of resolving the boundary layer explicitly. This facilitates grid generation and increases computational economy but can lead to inaccurate predictions, particularly of wall friction and convective heat transfer (e.g., Defraeye et al., 2010a). The standard formulation (Launier and Spalding, 1974), referred to as standard wall functions (SWFs), was used to model the flow quantities (velocity, temperature, turbulence) in the logarithmic layer for both the standard k-ε model and the SST k-ω model. These specific turbulence models were chosen since the standard k-ε model is still the most commonly used model in CFD engineering (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000) and the SST k-ω model is expected to have a good performance with LRNM, by which comparing its performance with WFs could be interesting. Details on the WFs implementation can be found in Fluent 12 (2009). To ensure the validity of the WFs throughout the entire boundary layer (viscous sublayer, buffer layer and logarithmic layer), blending functions between these layers were included (Fluent 12, 2009).

Furthermore, second-order discretisation schemes were used throughout. The SIMPLE algorithm was used for pressure-velocity coupling. Pressure interpolation was second order. Buoyancy effects were not taken into account in the simulations since the focus of this paper was on passive scalar transport. In this case, the flow field is independent of the imposed scalar (thermal) boundary conditions, which implies forced convective flow and passive scalar (heat) transfer. Thereby, the reported results are more generally useable and are also applicable for transport of other scalars, such as water vapour. Note that not accounting for buoyancy also allowed to specify larger temperature differences between the sphere surface and the air flow, which avoids numerical round-off errors related to very small temperature differences. Radiation was not considered in the simulations since a constant temperature was imposed at the sphere surface and since the heat and mass transfer analogy is not valid if radiation is accounted for. Iterative convergence of the numerical
simulation was assessed by monitoring the velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and temperature on specific locations in the flow field, namely where large gradients are found (i.e., in the recirculation zone), and the drag force and heat fluxes (surface-averaged value) of the sphere. The iterative procedure was stopped when these parameters became quasi constant with subsequent iterations.

3. Results and discussion

3.1 Empirical data

The accuracy of CFD simulations of flow and scalar transfer around a sphere is assessed at several Reynolds numbers by comparison of different parameters with empirical data. These parameters are well established for spheres in several textbooks (e.g., Clift et al., 1978): (1) drag coefficient \( C_D = F_d/(0.5\rho U_r^2A_f) \), where \( F_d \) is the drag force [N] and \( A_f \) is the frontal area [m²]; (2) Nusselt number \( \text{Nu} = \text{CHTC} \times D/r \); (3) separation angle (\( \theta_s \)), which is defined as the angle at which the shear stress at the wall becomes quasi equal to zero (e.g., see Dixon et al., 2011). This angle is taken zero at the windward stagnation point; (4) recirculation length (\( L_r \) [m]), which is defined as the (maximal) downstream distance from the sphere where the streamwise velocity component (x-direction in Figure 1) becomes zero.

The following empirical functions of \( C_D \) (from Clift et al., 1978), \( \text{Nu} \) (from Whitaker, 1972) and \( \theta_s \) (from Clift et al., 1978) for flow around a sphere are used for comparison with CFD simulations.

\[
C_D = \begin{cases} 
(24/\text{Re})\left(1+0.1315\text{Re}^{0.82-0.05\log\text{Re}}\right) & \text{for } 0.01<\text{Re}<20 \\
(24/\text{Re})\left(1+0.1935\text{Re}^{0.6305}\right) & \text{for } 20<\text{Re}<260 \\
10^{2.4571+2.5558\log\text{Re}+0.2929(\log\text{Re})^3+0.1049(\log\text{Re})^2} & \text{for } 1500<\text{Re}<12000 \\
10^{-1.9181+0.637\log\text{Re}-0.0636(\log\text{Re})^2} & \text{for } 12000<\text{Re}<44000
\end{cases}
\]

\[
\text{Nu} = 2 + (0.4\text{Re}^{0.5}+0.06\text{Re}^{0.667})\text{Pr}^{0.4}\left(\frac{\mu}{\mu_{\text{wall}}}\right)^{0.25}
\]

\[
\theta_s = \begin{cases} 
180-42.5\ln(\text{Re}/20)^{0.438} & \text{for } 20<\text{Re}<400 \\
78+275\text{Re}^{-0.37} & \text{for } 400<\text{Re}<300000
\end{cases}
\]

where \( \mu \) and \( \mu_{\text{wall}} \) are the absolute viscosities of the fluid and of the fluid at the wall, respectively ([kg m⁻¹ s⁻¹]), which are equal in this study (see section 2.1) as air properties are assumed constant; \( \text{Pr} \) is the Prandtl number (= \( c_p\mu/\lambda \)), with \( c_p \) the specific heat capacity of air, taken equal to 1006.43 J kg⁻¹ K⁻¹. For \( L_r \), empirical data reported by Clift et al. (1978), Hucho (2011) and Jang and Lee (2008) is taken, where \( L_r \) is represented dimensionless by means of \( D \). A distinct scatter on the data is present (see below), which can be related to the free-stream turbulence level, the sphere supporting method or different working fluids (Jang and Lee, 2008). Hence comparison with CFD results for \( L_r \) will not be as clear as with the other parameters.

3.2 Turbulence modelling

A comparison of empirical flow parameters (\( C_D, \text{Nu}, \theta_s, \) and \( L_r \)) with those obtained from CFD (for different RANS turbulence models, in combination with LRNM) is presented in Figure 3 as a function of the Reynolds number. Since a
logarithmic scale is used in Figure 3a and 3c, differences in $C_D$ and $Nu$ will appear less pronounced here. Therefore a focus on the high-Reynolds number region is presented in Figures 3b and 3d, i.e. without logarithmic scaling. For comparison of the flow field of different turbulence models, the streamlines for all models are presented in the centreplane of the sphere ($z = 0$ in Figure 1) for $Re = 10^4$ ($U_{ref} = 2 \text{ m s}^{-1}$) in Figure 4.

Before comparing the turbulence models, note that all models perform well for Reynolds numbers below about 300, where flow was found to be essentially laminar. Discrepancies with empirical data are found at higher Reynolds numbers.

The performance of all $k$-$\varepsilon$ models (sk-$\varepsilon$, rng $k$-$\varepsilon$, rk-$\varepsilon$) is very similar, for all parameters. Of all turbulence models, they show the largest discrepancies with empirical data, particularly at high Reynolds numbers. $Nu$ and $\theta_1$ are overpredicted, $L_r$ is strongly underpredicted and $C_D$ does both. As seen in Figure 4, the predicted wake zone of these models is very small. This weak performance can be related both to the $k$-$\varepsilon$ model itself as to LRNM, for which a one-equation model is used to model turbulence damping in the vicinity of the wall. Kondjoyan and Boisson (1997) showed that performance of such damping functions could be improved by fitting of the damping parameter.

RSM performs satisfactory for all flow parameters. $L_r$ however strongly increases at higher Reynolds numbers, whereas it should remain rather constant. The good performance of RSM indicates that accounting for turbulence anisotropy can increase accuracy, compared to “isotropic” $k$-$\varepsilon$ models, and that LRNM with the one-equation model is not (only) to blame for the weak performance of the $k$-$\varepsilon$ models. RSM however requires solving more transport equations ($7$ instead of $2$), hence an increased computational cost, and convergence stability is usually less.

The performance of the $k$-$\omega$ models is much better than the other two-equation (i.e., $k$-$\varepsilon$) models, and they are known to perform better for boundary layers with strong pressure gradients (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000; Pope, 2009). The standard $k$-$\omega$ model performs well for $C_D$, $Nu$ and $\theta_1$ but $L_r$ is quite high. The SST $k$-$\omega$ model performs very well for all parameters over the entire Reynolds number range, but some discrepancies are found for $C_D$ at the highest Reynolds numbers (< 15%). The good performance of the SST $k$-$\omega$ model (Menter, 1994) is related to the fact that it uses a two-equation $k$-$\omega$ model formulation to solve the near-wall region, for which the $k$-$\omega$ model was originally developed, whereas a $k$-$\varepsilon$ model formulation is used to solve the turbulent core region of the flow, such as the wake zone. In the SST $k$-$\omega$ model, the sensitivity to the imposed free-stream value of $\omega$, present in the standard $k$-$\omega$ model, is also eliminated (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000). Other studies also reported a good performance of the SST $k$-$\omega$ model for flow around streamlined bluff bodies (amongst others, Defraeye et al., 2010b; Dixon et al., 2011). The agreement of the SST $k$-$\omega$ model for $C_D$ is, however, significantly better than found by Dixon et al. (2011) (see Defraeye et al., 2012a for a comparison). Dixon et al. (2011) stated that the SST $k$-$\omega$ model was only acceptable as an engineering approximation for $C_D$ predictions, but it was found to be sufficiently accurate for convective heat transfer predictions. The higher accuracy of $C_D$ in the present study is attributed to the very high number of computational cells on the sphere surface (see section 2.1). The influence of this grid resolution will be investigated in detail in section 3.4.

Of all evaluated turbulence models, the SST $k$-$\omega$ model clearly shows the best performance, and its good agreement with empirical data (in general < 5%) is actually quite exceptional for steady RANS simulations. The results of this

CFD validation study indicate that the (LRNM) SST k-ω model can provide sufficient accuracy for flow and scalar transfer predictions for a single sphere, within an air speed (Reynolds number) range relevant for postharvest and food processing studies. It is however imperative that all grid requirements for LRNM are respected and that a grid sensitivity analysis is performed (see section 2.1). The performance of the SST k-ω model is assumed to be similar for spherically-shaped food products, such as an apple. Also for more complex configurations, e.g., stacks in which the sphere is the basic component, the performance of the SST k-ω model is expected to be good, and much better than other turbulence models, but further verification is required on this behalf. Note however that for low sphere Reynolds numbers (i.e., below about 300), other turbulence models also perform satisfactory since flow was essentially laminar. In some food engineering applications, e.g., products stacked in a container in a cool room, such low sphere Reynolds numbers can occur (inside the container). In such cases, the choice of the turbulence model should rather be based on optimising flow predictions outside of the containers.

3.3 Boundary-layer modelling

A comparison of the empirical flow parameters ($C_D$, $Nu$, $\theta_i$ and $L_s$) with those obtained from CFD (for different boundary-layer modelling approaches) is presented in Figure 5 as a function of the Reynolds number. The SST k-ω model and the standard k-ε model are evaluated both with LRNM and WF. The former since it performed the best of all turbulence models (section 3.2) and the latter since it is (in combination with WFs) still the most commonly used model in CFD engineering (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000). For comparison of the flow field of different models, the streamlines for all models are presented in the centreplane of the sphere ($z = 0$ in Figure 1) for $Re = 10^4$ ($U_{ref} = 2$ m s$^{-1}$) in Figure 6.

Again, discrepancies with empirical data are mainly found at higher Reynolds numbers. The performance of the standard k-ε model was already not good in combination with LRNM, but it even becomes worse when using WFs. Especially $\theta_i$ is strongly overpredicted at high Reynolds numbers, resulting in an even smaller wake zone. Also large discrepancies are found for $Nu$ (up to 40%), thus for the CHTC, which is often an important parameter for food engineering applications, and differences up to 60% are found for $C_D$. The accuracy of the SST k-ω model strongly decreases when using WFs, and shows many similarities with the standard k-ε model with WFs, i.e., an overprediction of $Nu$ and $\theta_i$, an underprediction of $L_s$, and both for $C_D$. Applying WFs is found to reduce the accuracy more than any turbulence model used with LRNM.

For rather streamlined bluff bodies such as spheres, the boundary-layer modelling approach has a large impact on the resulting flow field around the body, as it determines, in part, the location the boundary-layer separation points. SWFs are derived for wall-attached boundary layers under so-called equilibrium conditions, i.e., small pressure gradients, local equilibrium between generation and dissipation of turbulent energy and a constant (uniform) shear stress and heat flux in the near-wall region (Casey and Wintergerste, 2000). This wall-function concept breaks down for more complex flows, such as flow around bluff bodies where the boundary layer does not remain attached to the surface anymore, which is clearly confirmed in this study. LRNM, on the other hand, requires a very fine grid in the near-wall region, which is often not practically feasible for complex 3D configurations (Kondjoyan, 2006), with respect to computational economy and grid generation. Especially in stacks of spheres, it will be difficult to obtain a $y_p^+$ value equal to 1: providing cells with the required, small cell wall distance ($y_p$) by using prismatic cells on the sphere surface will be not
straightforward, or possible. As a result, CHTC predictions are sometimes argued to be unreliable for such configurations as WFs have to be applied (Kondjoyan, 2006).

3.4 Grid cell density on sphere surface
As mentioned, the computational grid was constructed based on a grid sensitivity analysis. The size of the (2D) triangular computational cells on the sphere surface was, however, chosen very small to allow modelling of microscopic scalar sources in a previous study (see section 2.1). This small cell size was argued to be a possible reason for the very good performance of the (LRNM) SST k-ω model (see section 3.2), compared to the study of Dixon et al. (2011). For realistic configurations in food engineering, e.g., many products stacked in a container, such a small cell size on the surface is not feasible, and larger cells on the product surface are used. A lower spatial resolution can however influence the flow-field predictions, as boundary-layer modelling is very critical for spherical products. To investigate the influence of cell size/density on the sphere surface, four different grids were evaluated. These grids were built up the same way and only differ in the amount of 2D triangular cells on the sphere surface. In Figure 7, these grids (Grid 1-4) are presented and in Table 2 information on these grids is given. Grid 1 is the reference grid, used in previous simulations (section 3.2-3.3) and the subsequent grids all have a lower cell density on the sphere surface. The coarsest grid (Grid 4) has a cell size typically used in food engineering applications (i.e., a few mm). Note that these grids (Grids 2-4) were not used for the grid sensitivity analysis (see section 2.1), as the grid density in the entire computational domain was different for the grids used there. For the grids investigated in the present section (Grids 1-4), only the cell density on the sphere surface was different.

A comparison of the empirical flow parameters \( (C_d, Nu, \theta_i, and L_r) \) with those obtained from CFD (for different cell densities on the sphere surface, using the SST k-ω model with LRNM) is presented in Figure 8 as a function of the Reynolds number. A clear trend towards larger discrepancies with empirical data is found for lower cell densities on the sphere surface. Although still more accurate than other turbulence models with LRNM (see section 3.2), the results from the coarsest grid (Grid 4) are much less reliable. Particularly interesting is that the total amount of (3D) cells in the computational domain strongly decreases with increasing (2D) cell size on the sphere surface between Grid 1 and Grid 2, whereas the subsequent decrease is much less when comparing Grid 2 with Grid 4. Since the performance of Grid 2, compared to Grid 1, is still very satisfactory, this means that an optimal cell size on the sphere surface can be determined which provides sufficient accuracy at an acceptable computational cost. Grid 2 has a characteristic cell size of about 0.6 mm (i.e., the hydraulic diameter).

5. Conclusions
In this study, several RANS turbulence models and boundary-layer modelling approaches were compared with empirical data for flow and scalar exchange around a single sphere for a sphere Reynolds number range relevant for postharvest and food processing applications, namely \( Re = 10 \) to \( 3.2 \times 10^4 \). With respect to turbulence modelling, in combination with low-Reynolds number modelling (LRNM) of the boundary layer, the k-\( \varepsilon \) models did not perform well, particularly at high Reynolds numbers. The Reynolds stress model and the standard k-\( \omega \) model performed satisfactory. The shear stress transport (SST) k-\( \omega \) model showed a very good performance for all evaluated flow parameters (drag coefficient, Nusselt number, separation angle and recirculation length), generally with errors below 5%, which is quite exceptional for steady RANS. Its performance confirms that the turbulence model characteristics
(when combined with LRNM) are particularly suitable to deal with this specific flow problem, i.e. non-equilibrium flow where (low-Reynolds number) modeling of the boundary layer is important. With respect to boundary-layer modelling, standard wall functions (WFs) resulted in inaccurate predictions, compared to LRNM, and should be avoided. This however conflicts with CFD modelling of complex configurations, where LRNM grids and their inherently higher computational cost are often not practically feasible, leaving WFs as the only option. Furthermore, the influence of the cell size/density on the sphere surface was investigated. It was shown that using cell sizes on the sphere surface, typical for CFD studies in food engineering (a few mm), can compromise the accuracy of the SST k-ω model (with LRNM), as actually grids with much smaller cell sizes are required.

In CFD simulations for spheres, and especially for stacks of spheres, an important compromise will have to be made between numerical accuracy on the one hand, and computational cost and ease of grid generation on the other hand. Typically, unsteady methods (unsteady RANS or large-eddy simulation) and LRNM require a higher computational cost and more strict grid requirements, but can improve accuracy compared to some steady RANS turbulence models, used in combination with WFs.

In this CFD validation study, a systematic comparison of the performance of the most readily available turbulence models and boundary-layer modelling approaches in commercial CFD packages was presented for a single sphere, by comparing different parameters related to flow and scalar transfer. The results are of use for CFD researchers and practitioners in the field of postharvest and food process engineering with spherical foods.
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Table 1. Evaluated RANS turbulence models and boundary-layer modelling approaches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Turbulence model</th>
<th>Boundary-layer modelling approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sk-ε</td>
<td>standard k-ε model (Jones and Launder, 1972)</td>
<td>LRNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rng k-ε</td>
<td>renormalisation group k-ε model (Yakhot et al., 1992)</td>
<td>LRNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rk-ε</td>
<td>realizable k-ε model (Shih et al., 1995)</td>
<td>LRNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSM</td>
<td>Reynolds stress model (Launder, 1989)</td>
<td>LRNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sk-ω</td>
<td>standard k-ω model (Wilcox, 1998)</td>
<td>LRNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST k-ω</td>
<td>shear stress transport k-ω model (Menter, 1994)</td>
<td>LRNM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sk-ε - WF</td>
<td>standard k-ε model (Jones and Launder, 1972)</td>
<td>WFs (Launder and Spalding, 1974)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SST k-ω - WF</td>
<td>shear stress transport k-ω model (Menter, 1994)</td>
<td>WFs (Launder and Spalding, 1974)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Information on computational grids with different cell sizes on the sphere surface (¼ sphere). Grid 1 is the reference grid.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number of (2D) triangular cells on sphere surface</th>
<th>Hydraulic diameter cells (mm)</th>
<th>Number of 3D cells in computational domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grid 1</td>
<td>40,552</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>2,798,908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid 2</td>
<td>10,168</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>1,681,544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid 3</td>
<td>2,456</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>1,535,552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid 4</td>
<td>660</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1,425,556</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figures**

![Computational domain (not to scale) and boundary conditions for the sphere model (¼ sphere, left: side view, right: frontal view).](image)

**Figure 1.** Computational domain (not to scale) and boundary conditions for the sphere model (¼ sphere, left: side view, right: frontal view).
Figure 2. Computational grid for the sphere model (¼ sphere): (a) overview of computational domain including hexahedral cells; (b) grid around sphere with tetrahedral cells; (c) grid in boundary-layer region with prismatic cell layers on the sphere surface.
Figure 3. Comparison of CFD simulation data (different RANS turbulence models, with LRNM) with empirical sphere data (emp.), as a function of Reynolds number (logarithmic scale): (a-b) drag coefficient; (c-d) Nusselt number; (e) separation angle; (f) recirculation length, scaled with the sphere diameter. In (a) and (c) a vertical logarithmic scale is used.
Figure 4. Streamlines around a sphere (side view) in the centreplane from CFD simulations with different RANS turbulence models (with LRNM) at a Reynolds number of $10^4 (U_{ref} = 2 \text{ m s}^{-1})$. 
Figure 5. Comparison of CFD simulation data (different boundary-layer modelling approaches) with empirical sphere data (emp.), as a function of Reynolds number (logarithmic scale): (a-b) drag coefficient; (c-d) Nusselt number; (e) separation angle (the legend is not shown, but it is the same as in the other graphs); (f) recirculation length, scaled with the sphere diameter. In (a) and (c) a vertical logarithmic scale is used.
Figure 6. Streamlines around a sphere (side view) in the centreplane from CFD simulations with different boundary-layer modelling approaches at a Reynolds number of $10^4$ ($U_{ref} = 2 \text{ m s}^{-1}$).
Figure 7. Computational grids with different cell sizes on the sphere surface (¼ sphere). Grid 1 is the reference grid.
Figure 8. Comparison of CFD simulation data (different grid cell densities on sphere surface, SST k-ω model with LRNM) with empirical sphere data (emp.), as a function of Reynolds number (logarithmic scale): (a-b) drag coefficient; (c-d) Nusselt number; (e) separation angle; (f) recirculation length, scaled with the sphere diameter. In (a) and (c) a vertical logarithmic scale is used. Grid 1 is the reference grid.